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Profile LED KIDES DUO with space for power
supply

Price 52.00 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 4 days

Number 1933

Manufacturer KLUS

Product description
Important Information

The purchase a piece in the store means the purchase 1 linear meter of the profile or cover

If you want to buy a profile that has a length of 2 meters you have to buy 2 pieces, 3 meters you have to buy 3 pieces, and
the multitude of quantity when ordering.

The total length of the aluminum profile or the panel to the profile - is the total quantity of the piece number that was bought
in the store.

The choice of the appropriate shipping method will take place at the end of the order process.
The details of the shipping method and packaging of the aluminum profiles you will find here (click in the link)

 Profile for the construction of wall fixtures (sconce fixtures), with an option of simultaneous up and down lighting. It has
integrated functions: fitting of LEDs and protecting them with a cover (diffuser), surface mounting, as well as an option of
installation of power supply and other electronic components, profiles length 100, 200 cm. 

The product you have selected contains only - aluminum profile - does not include the accessories located in the Accessories
tab.
Additional accessories like covers, end caps, electricity conductive end cap, mounting bracket, fasteners, mounting
springs, proximity switch, micro switch, mounting system and others are available under "Accessories".

If you are interested in longer lengths than one meter, write to us we will quote the delivery cost to you. Transport companies
expect additional charges for long shipments.
For each country is different maximum length of the profile that we can send. It does not depend on us only by courier.
We also do service cutting aluminum profiles to the indicated size - write or call get comprehensive information.
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KIDES DUO KPL. This profile is designed for demanding users looking for such forms of led lighting that will not only be
checked inside but also outdoors. The profile is exceptionally durable and resistant to atmospheric agents, so that you can
create external wall fixtures using it. Profile will not be destroyed by the action of intense sun, frost or moisture. However, it is
not watertight, so do not use it under water and to create underwater lighting arrangements. Users who choose to profile
KIDES DUO KPL. For installation outdoors, special KIDES DUO plugs should be selected. If the profiles are to be installed in the
room, either the KIDES DUO caps or the KIDESIN DUO caps can be selected.

The presented profile is simple and hassle-free to assemble. However, always follow the instructions in this manual carefully.
A bright and clear guide is included with every order, so that you can attach a profile to the selected area step by step. The
assembly will be durable and durable every time, and the light source thus created will work for as many years as it was just
after installation.

Each KIDES DUO profile is equipped with two chambers for LED lighting, which makes it possible to direct light both upwards
and downwards, depending on the individual needs of the user. The specially designed APRA shutter can also be fitted to the
profile, which makes the light source invisible, and the light itself nicely and aesthetically melts on the illuminated surface to
create a unique arrangement effect. To profile KIDES DUO KPL. You can also choose two other dials - milk or transparent. The
transparent shutter gives bright, strong light and makes the led lighting ideal as a main light source in the room. The milk
shed has advantages in terms of functionality as well as arrangement and decoration. The milky shutter gently filters the light
that becomes slightly blurry and damp. Choosing a specific shutter is the individual matter of each user and what kind of
lighting effect he wants to get in the room.

Each KIDES DUO KPL lighting profile. It consists of two profiles, which together make up a functional whole. Profile TEKIDES
DUO is a mounting profile, while OKIDES DUO is the right profile. The upper section of the profile can also be additionally
equipped with a DES DESIGN profile for the led, which protects the delicate components of the profile against contact with
water. This is especially useful when the profiles are to be used to create light arrangements outside the building. The upper
compartment also has a dedicated KIDES insert, while the bottom can be selected for special 22 series casings. The interior of
each profile is so constructed that it has enough space for matching power supplies. Assembly of both profiles - proper and
assembly - in one piece is fast and hassle-free. The TEKIDES DUO profile is mounted to the selected ceiling or wall surface,
then the power is output and the profile adjusted by a one-click connection.

Profile KIDES DUO KPL. This is a modern and comprehensive lighting solution that will test in every interior as the main light
source as well as as an arrangement element, emphasizing the unique character of the room. Profiles are made of the highest
quality materials and materials, have all the necessary approvals and certificates guaranteeing trouble-free and safe use.
Choosing KIDES DUO KPL led profiles. You can be confident that they are investing in the highest quality, which will bring out
brilliant light and considerable savings. We would like to invite you to acquaint yourself with the offer of profiles and
accessories for them.
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